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DoS attacks severely degrade the availabilityof a victim, 
which can be a host, a router, or an entire network. They 
impose intensive computation tasks to the victim by ex-
ploiting its system vulnerability or flooding it with huge 
amount of useless packets. The victim can be forced out 
of service from a few minutes to even several days. This 
causes serious damages to the servicesrunning on the vic-
tim. Therefore, effective detection of DoS attacks is es-
sential to the protection of online services. Work on DoS 
attack detection mainly focuses on the development of 
network-based detection mechanisms.Detection systems 
based on these mechanisms monitor traffic transmitting 
over the protected networks.These mechanisms release 
the protected online servers from monitoring attacks and 
ensure that the servers can dedicate themselves to provide 
quality services with minimum delay in response. More-
over, network-based detection systems are loosely cou-
pled with operating systems running on the host machines 
which they are protecting. As a result, the configurations 
of networkbased detection systems are less complicated 
than that of host-based detection systems.

Generally, network-based detection systems can be clas-
sified into two main categories, namely misuse based 
detection systems [1] and anomaly-based detection sys-
tems [2]. Misuse-based detection systems detect attacks 
by monitoring network activities and looking for matches 
with the existing attack signatures. In spite of having high 
detection rates to known attacks and lowfalse positive 
rates, misuse-based detection systems are easily evaded 
by any new attacks and even variants ofthe existing at-
tacks. Furthermore, it is a complicated and labor intensive 
task to keep signature database updated because signature 
generation is a manual process and heavily involves net-
work security expertise.

ABSTRACT:

Interconnected systems, such as Web servers, database 
servers, cloud computing servers etc, are now under 
threads from network attackers. As one of most common 
and aggressive means, Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks 
cause serious impact on these computing systems. In this 
paper, we present a DoS attack detection system that uses 
Multivariate Correlation Analysis (MCA) for accurate 
network traffic characterization by extracting the geomet-
rical correlations between network traffic features. Our 
MCA-based DoS attack detection system employs the 
principle of anomaly-based detection in attack recogni-
tion. This makes our solution capable of detecting known 
and unknown DoS attacks effectively by learning the pat-
terns of legitimate network traffic only. Furthermore, a 
triangle-area-based technique is proposed to enhance and 
to speed up the process of MCA. The effectiveness of our 
proposed detection system is evaluated using KDD Cup 
99 dataset, and the influences of both non-normalized data 
and normalized data onthe performance of the proposed 
detection system are examined. The results show that our 
system outperforms two other previously developed state-
of-the-art approaches in terms of detection accuracy.

Index Terms:

Denial-of-Service attack, network traffic characterization, 
multivariate correlations, triangle area.

INTRODUCTION:

DENIAL-OF-SERVICE (DoS) attacks are one type of ag-
gressive and menacing intrusive behavior to online serv-
ers.
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To deal with the above problems, an approach based on 
triangle area was presented in [13] to generate betterdis-
criminative features. However, this approach has depen-
dency on prior knowledge of malicious behaviors.More 
recently, Jamdagni et al. [14] developed a refined geomet-
rical structure based analysis technique, where Mahalano-
bis distance was used to extract the correlations between 
the selected packet payload features. Thisapproach also 
successfully avoids the above problems, but it works with 
network packet payloads. In [15], Tan et al. proposed a 
more sophisticated non-payloadbased DoS detection ap-
proach using Multivariate Correlation Analysis (MCA). 
Following this emerging idea, we present a new MCA-
based detection system to protect online services against 
DoS attacks in this paper, which is built upon our previ-
ous work in [16]. In addition to the work shown in [16], 
we present the following contributions in this paper. First, 
we develop a complete framework for our proposed DoS 
attack detection system in Section 2.1. Second, we pro-
pose an algorithm for normal profile generation and an 
algorithm for attack detection in Sections 4.1 and 4.3 
respectively. Third, we proceed a detailed and complete 
mathematical analysis of the proposed system and inves-
tigate further on time cost in Section 6.As resources of 
interconnected systems (such as Web servers, database 
servers, cloud computing servers etc.) are located in ser-
vice providers’ Local Area Networks that are commonly 
constructed using the same or alike network underlying 
infrastructure and are compliant with the underlying net-
work model, our proposed detection system can provide 
effective protection to all of these systems by considering 
their commonality.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:

The overview of our proposed DoS attack detection sys-
tem architecture is given in this section, where the system 
framework and the sample-by-sample detection mecha-
nism are discussed.

Framework:

The whole detection process consists of three major steps 
as shown in Fig. 1. The sample-by-sample detection 
mechanism is involved in the whole detection phase (i.e., 
Steps 1, 2 and 3) and is detailed in Section 2.2. In Step 
1, basic features are generated from ingress network traf-
fic to the internal network where protected servers reside 
in and are used to form traffic records for a well-defined 
time interval.

Existing System:

Generally, network-based detection systems can be clas-
sified into two main categories, namely misusebased de-
tection systems [1] and anomaly-based detection systems 
[2]. Misuse-based detection systems detect attacks by 
monitoring network activities and looking for matches 
with the existing attack signatures. In spite of having high 
detection rates to known attacks and lowfalse positive 
rates, misuse-based detection systems are easily evaded 
by any new attacks and even variants ofthe existing at-
tacks. Furthermore, it is a complicated and labor intensive 
task to keep signature database updated because signature 
generation is a manual process and heavily involves net-
work security expertise.

Proposed System:

Research community, therefore, started to explore a way 
to achieve novelty-tolerant detection systems and devel-
oped a more advanced concept, namely anomalybased de-
tection. Owing to the principle of detection, which moni-
tors and flags any network activities presenting significant 
deviation from legitimate traffic profiles as suspicious 
objects, anomaly-based detection techniques show more 
promising in detecting zero-day intrusions that exploit 
previous unknown system vulnerabilities[3]. Moreover, 
it is not constrained by the expertise in network security, 
due to the fact that the profiles of legitimate behaviors are 
developed based on techniques, such as data mining [4], 
[5], machine learning [6], [7] and statistical analysis [8], 
[9]. However, these proposed systems commonly suffer 
from high false positive rates because the correlations be-
tween features/attributes are intrinsically neglected [10] 
or the techniques do not manage to fully exploit these cor-
relations. 

Recent studies have focused on feature correlation analy-
sis. Yu et al. [11] proposed an algorithm to discriminate 
DDoS attacks from flash crowds by analyzing the flow 
correlation coefficient among suspicious flows.A covari-
ance matrix based approach was designed in [12] to mine 
the multivariate correlation for sequential samples. Al-
though the approach improves detection accuracy, it is 
vulnerable to attacks that linearly change allmonitored 
features. In addition, this approach can only  label an en-
tire group of observed samples as legitimateor attack traf-
fic but not the individuals in the group.
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Sample-by-sample Detection:

Jin et al. [12] systematically proved that the group-based 
detection mechanism maintained a higher probability in 
classifying a group of sequential network traffic samples 
than the sample-by-sample detection mechanism.Where-
as, the proof was based on an assumption that the sam-
ples in a tested group were all from the same distribution 
(class). This restricts the applications of the group-based 
detection to limited scenarios, because attacks occur un-
predictably in general and it is difficult to obtain a group 
of sequential samples only from the samedistribution.To 
remove this restriction, our system in this paper investi-
gates traffic samples individually. This offers benefits that 
are not found in the group-based detectionmechanism. 
For example, (a) attacks can be detected in a prompt man-
ner in comparison with the group-based detection mech-
anism, (b) intrusive traffic samples can be labeled indi-
vidually, and (c) the probability of correctly classifying a 
sample into its population is higher than the one achieved 
using the group-based detection mechanism in a general 
network scenario.

CONCLUSIONS:

This paper has presented a MCA-based DoS attack detec-
tion system which is powered by the triangle-areabased 
MCA technique and the anomaly-based detection tech-
nique. The former technique extracts the geometrical cor-
relations hidden in individual pairs of two distinct fea-
tures within each network traffic record, and offers more 
accurate characterization for network traffic behaviors. 
The latter technique facilitates our system to be able to 
distinguish both known and unknown DoS attacks from 
legitimate network traffic. Evaluation has been conducted 
using KDD Cup 99 dataset to verify the effectiveness and 
performance of the proposed DoS attack detection sys-
tem. The influence of original (non-normalized) and nor-
malized data has been studied in the paper. The results 
have revealed that when working with non-normalized 
data, our detection system achieves maximum 95.20% 
detection accuracy although it does not work well in iden-
tifying Land, Neptune and Teardrop attack records. The 
problem, however, can be solved by utilizing statistical 
normalization technique to eliminate the bias from the 
data. The results of evaluating with the normalized data 
have shown a more encouraging detection accuracy of 
99.95% and nearly 100.00% DRs for the various DoS at-
tacks.

Monitoring and analyzing at the destination network re-
duce the overhead of detecting malicious activities by 
concentrating only on relevant inbound traffic. This also 
enables our detector to provide protection which is the 
best fit for the targeted internal network because legiti-
mate traffic profiles used by the detectors are developed 
for a smaller number of network services. The detailed 
process can be found in [17]. Step 2 is Multivariate Corre-
lation Analysis, in which the “Triangle Area Map Genera-
tion” module is appliedto extract the correlations between 
two distinct features within each traffic record coming 
from the first step or the traffic record normalized by the 
“Feature Normalization” module in this step (Step 2). The 
occurrence of network intrusions cause changes to these 
correlations so that the changes can be used as indicators 
to identify the intrusive activities. All the extracted cor-
relations, namely triangle areas stored in Triangle Area 
Maps (TAMs), are then used to replace the original basic 
features or the normalized features to represent the traffic 
records. This provides higher discriminative information 
to differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate traffic 
records.

Our MCA method and the feature normalization technique 
are explained in Sections 3 and 5.2 respectively. In Step 3, 
the anomaly-based detection mechanism [3] is adopted in 
Decision Making. It facilitates the detection of any DoS 
attacks without requiring any attack relevant knowledge. 
Furthermore, the labor-intensive attack analysis and the 
frequent update of the attack signature database in the 
case of misuse-based detection are avoided. Meanwhile, 
the mechanism  enhances the robustness of the proposed 
detectors and makes them harder to be evaded because 
attackers need to generate attacks that match the normal 
traffic profiles built by a specific detection algorithm. 
This, however, is a labor-intensive task and requires ex-
pertise in the targeted detection algorithm.
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sample into its population is higher than the one achieved 
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network scenario.

CONCLUSIONS:
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records. This provides higher discriminative information 
to differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate traffic 
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Our MCA method and the feature normalization technique 
are explained in Sections 3 and 5.2 respectively. In Step 3, 
the anomaly-based detection mechanism [3] is adopted in 
Decision Making. It facilitates the detection of any DoS 
attacks without requiring any attack relevant knowledge. 
Furthermore, the labor-intensive attack analysis and the 
frequent update of the attack signature database in the 
case of misuse-based detection are avoided. Meanwhile, 
the mechanism  enhances the robustness of the proposed 
detectors and makes them harder to be evaded because 
attackers need to generate attacks that match the normal 
traffic profiles built by a specific detection algorithm. 
This, however, is a labor-intensive task and requires ex-
pertise in the targeted detection algorithm.
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